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Abstract. An integer additive set-indexer (IASI) is defined as an injective function �: ���� � 2	
  such that the induced function ��: ���� � 2	
  defined by ����� ���� � ����  is also injective. An IASI �  is said to bea weak IASI if |�����| �����|���|, |����|� for all , � � ����. A graph which admits a weak IASI may be 
called a weak IASI graph. The sparing number of a graph � is the minimum number of 
edges, with the singleton set-label, required for � to admit a weak IASI. In this paper, we 
study about the sparing number of certain graph structures. 
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1. Introduction 
For all terms and definitions, not defined specifically in this paper, we refer to [8]. Unless 
mentioned otherwise, all graphs considered here are simple, finite and have no isolated 
vertices.  

Let 	� denote the set of all non-negative integers. For all �, � � 	�, the sumset 
of these sets is denoted by � � � and is defined by � � � � �� � �: � � �, � � ��.  

An integer additive set-indexer (IASI, in short) is defined as an injective function �: ���� � 2	
  such that the induced function ��: ���� � 2	
  defined by ����� ���� � ���� is also injective. The cardinality of the labeling set of an element (vertex or 
edge) of a graph � is called the set-indexing number of that element.  
 
Lemma 1.  [7] Let �  and �  be two non-empty finite subsets of 	� . Then  ����|�|, |�|� � |� � �| � |�|. |�|. Therefore, for an integer additive set-indexer � of a 
graph� , we have����|���|, |����|� � |�����| � |��� � ����| � |���||����| , 
where , � � ����.  

An IASI �  is called a weak IASI if |�����| � ����|���|, |����|�  for all , � � ����. A graph which admits a weak IASI may be called a weak IASI graph. A 
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weak IASI � is said to be weakly !-uniform IASI if |�����| � !, for all , � � ���� 
and for some positive integer !.  

An element (a vertex or an edge) of graph which has the set-indexing number 1 is 
called a mono-indexed element of that graph. The sparing number of a graph � is defined 
to be the minimum number of mono-indexed edges required for � to admita weak IASI 
and is denoted by "���.  
 

Theorem 2.  [11] If a graph � is a weak IASI graph, then any subgraph # of � is also a 
weak IASI graph or equivalently. If � is a graph which has no weak IASI, then any 
supergraph of � does not have a weak IASI.  
 

Theorem 3.  [11] All bipartite graphs admit a weak IASI. Hence, all paths, trees and even 
cycles admit a weak IASI. We also, observe that the sparing number of bipartite graphs is 0.  
 

Theorem 4.  [11] If a connected graph � admits a weak IASI, then � is bipartite or � has 
at least one mono-indexed edge.  
 

Theorem 5.  [11] An odd cycle %& has a weak IASI if and only if it has at least one 
mono-indexed edge. That is, the sparing number of an odd cycle is 1.  
 

Theorem 6.  [11] The complete graph (& admits a weak IASI if and only if the number 

of edges of (& that have set-indexing number 1 is 
)
* �+ , 1��+ , 2�.  

 

Theorem 7.  [11] Let %& be a cycle of length + which admits a weak IASI, for a positive 
integer+. Then, %& has an odd number of mono-indexed edges when it is an odd cycle 
and has even number of mono-indexed edges, when it is an even cycle.  
 

Theorem 8.  [12] Let �) and �* be two weak IASI graphs. Then, "��) - �*� � "��)� �"��*� , "��) . �*�. 
 
2. Sparing number of certain structures 
 

2.1. Sparing number of graph unions 
In this paper, we discuss about the sparing number of different graph operations. All sets 
under consideration in this paper are subsets of 	�.  
 
Lemma 1.  Let /0 and /& be two paths. Then, the sparing number of /0 - /& is either 0 
or 1.  
 

Proof: If /0 and /& have exactly one common end vertex, then /0 - /& is also a path. 
Hence, by Theorem 3, the sparing number of /0 - /& is 0. If both the end vertices of /0 
and /& are the same, then /0 - /& is a cycle.Therefore, we have the following situations.  
 

Case-1: Let /0 and /&  are of same parity. Then, /0 - /&  is an even cycle. Hence, by 
Theorem 3, the sparing number of /0 - /& is 0.  
Case-2: Let /0 and /& are of different parity. Then, /0 - /& is an odd cycle. Hence, by 
Theorem 7, the sparing number of /0 - /& is 1.                              

□ 

 

Lemma 2.  Let %& be a cycle that has a weak IASI and /0 be a path. Then, the sparing 
number of %& - /0 is 0 or 1.  
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Proof: Let %& and /0 have one point in common. If %& is an even cycle, then "�%&� � 0 
and "�/0� � 0. Hence, by Theorem 8, "�%& - /0� � 0. Next, assume that both the end 
points of /0 lie on the cycle %&. Let  and � be the end vertices of / which lie on the 
cycle %&. Let %1 and %11 the two sections of the cycle %0 which have the common end 
points  and �. Now we have the following cases.  
Case-1: Let %& and /0 are of even length. Clearly, %1 and %11 are simultaneously odd or 
simultaneously even. First, assume that %1 and %11 be of even length. Then, the cycles %1 - /0  and %11 - /0  are even cycles and have the sparing number 0 . Therefore, "�%& - /0� � 0 . Next, assume that %1  and %11  be of odd length. Then, the cycles %1 - /0 and %11 - /0 are odd cycles and have the sparing number 1. Since %& is even, 
the sections %1 and %11 need not have any mono-indexed edges. Hence, / has the required 
mono-indexed edge. Therefore, "�% - /� � 1. 
 

Case-2: Let %& be an odd cycle and /0 is a path of even length. Then, either %1 or %11 is 
odd and the other is even. Without loss of generality, %1 is odd and %11 is even. Then, %1 - /0 is an odd cycle and %11 - /0 is an even cycle. Therefore, the sparing number of %1 - /0 is 1 and that of %11 - /0 is0. Therefore, the section %1 has a mono-indexed edge. 
Hence, "�%0 - /&� � 1. 
 

Case-3: Let %& is an even cycle and /0 is a path of odd length. First, assume that %1 and %11 be of odd length. Then, the cycles %1 - /0 and %11 - /0 are even cycles and have the 
sparing number0. Therefore, "�%& - /0� � 0. Next, assume that %1 and %11 be of even 
length. Then, the cycles %1 - /0  and %11 - /0  are odd cycles and have the sparing 
number 1. Since %&  is even, the sections %1  and %11  need not have any mono-indexed 
edges. Hence, / has the required mono-indexed edge. Therefore, "�%& - /0� � 1. 
 

Case-4: Let %& and /0 are of odd length. Then, either %1 or %11 is odd and the other is 
even. Without loss of generality, %1 is odd and %11 is even. Then, %1 - /0 is even and %11 - /0 is odd. Then, there is no number of mono-indexed edges in %1 - /0 and the 
number of mono-indexed edge in %11 - /0 is 1. Therefore, the section %11 has one mono-

indexed edge. Hence, "�%& - /&� � 1.                                                                               □ 
 

Theorem 3.  Let %0 and %& be two cycles which admit a weak IASI. Then, the sparing 
number of %0 - %& is either 0, 1 or 2.  
 

Proof: We consider the following cases. 
 

Case-1: Let %0 and %& be even cycles. By Theorem 3, the sparing number of both %0 
and %& is 0. Hence, by Theorem 8, "�%0 - %&� � 0. 
Case-2: Without loss of generality, let %0  be an odd cycle and %&  be an even cycle. 
Then, by Theorem 7, the sparing number %0 is 1 and sparing number of %& is zero. Label 
the end vertices of an edge, say 2, of %0 that is not common to %& by distinct singleton 
sets so that 2 is mono-indexed and label the succeeding vertices by distinct non-singleton 
sets and distinct singleton sets alternately. Also, label the vertices of %& alternately by 
distinct singleton sets and non-singleton sets. Clearly, this labeling is a weak IASI 
for  %0 - %&. Hence, "�%0� � 1,"�%&� � 0 and "�%0 . %&� � 0. Then, by Theorem 8, "�%0 - %&� � 1. 
 

Case-3: Let %0 and %& be odd cycles with some edges in common. Then, by Theorem 7, %0  and %& have sparing number 1. Label the end vertices of an edge, say2, that is not 
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common to both %0 and %& by distinct singleton sets so that 2 is mono-indexed and label 
the succeeding vertices by distinct non-singleton sets and distinct singleton sets 
alternately. This labeling is a weak IASI for %0 - %&. Hence, "�%0� � 1 and "�%&� � 1 
and "�%0 . %&� � 1. Then, by Theorem 8, "�%0 - %&� � 1.  
Case-4: Let %0 and %& be edge disjoint odd cycles. Then, by Theorem 7, %0 and %& have 
sparing number1 . Hence, "�%0� � 1  and "�%&� � 1 and"�%0 . %&� � 0 . Then, "�%0 - %&� � 2.                   

□ 

In the following discussions in this section, the graphs � that are finite union of 
cycles are only considered.  

Let the graph has edge disjoint odd cycles. Let � � %03 - %04 - %05 - … -
%07 . Without loss of generality, let %03 , %04 , … , %08  be the odd cycles and 
%0893 , %0894 , … , %07 be the even cycles in �. We proceed to find the sparing number in 
several cases as follows.  

Suppose that all the cycles in � are edge disjoint. We know that an odd cycle has 
the sparing number 1 and an even cycle has the sparing number0. In view of these facts, 
recall the following theorem on Eulerian graphs. 
 

Theorem 4. [4] A graph � is an Eulerian graph if and only if it can be decomposed into a 
finite number of edge disjoint cycles.  
 

The following theorem is a consequence of Theorem 4.  
 

Theorem 5.  An Eulerian graph � has a weak IASI if and only if at least : mono-indexed 
edges of �, where : is the number of odd cycles in �.  
 

Proof: Let �  be an Eulerian graph. Since �  is Eulerian, by Theorem 4, �  can be 
decomposed into edge disjoint cycles. Let %03 , %04 , %05 , … , %07  be the edge disjoint 
cycles in�. Without loss of generality, let %03 , %04 , %05 , … .,   %08 be the odd cycles and 
%0893 , %0894 , … , %07 be the even cycles in �. Now, assume that � admits a weak IASI, 
each cycle in � must have a weak IASI, say �;, where �; is the restriction of � to the cycle %0<. Even cycles, which admit weak IASI, do not necessarily have a mono-indexed edge. 
By Theorem 5, each odd cycles %;, which admits a weak IASI, say �;, must have at least 
one edge of set-indexing number 1. Therefore, � has at least : mono-indexed edges.  
 

Conversely, assume that � has :  mono-indexed edges. Label the vertices of � in such a 
way that one edge each in every odd cycle %; , 1 � = � : is mono-indexed. Then, by 
Theorem 5, each odd cycle %0< , 1 � = � : has a weak IASI, say �;. Also, we note that 
every even cycle %0> , : � 1 � ? � � can have a weak IASI, say @A. Define � on ���� 
by  

���� � B�;��� Cif � is in the odd cycle %0<@A��� Cif � is in the even cycle %0>
Q 

Clearly, � is a weak IASI of �.                 □ 

From the above theorem, we observe that the sparing number of an Eulerian graph � is :, 
where : is the number of odd cycles in �. 
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Figure 1 depicts a weak IASI for an Eulerian graph having three edge disjoint 
odd cycles.  
 

 

Figure 1: An Eulerian graph with a weak IASI defined on it. 

 
In the following section, we focus on the graphs which have cycles having some edges in 
common.  

2.2. Sparing number of conjoined graphs 

Definition 6. If a set of cycles in a graph � has the same common edge (or path), then 
that set of cycles is called conjoined structure of cycles in �. If � itself is a conjoined 
structure of cycles, then it is called a conjoined graph.  
 

If all cycles in a conjoined graph �  are odd cycles, then �  is called an odd-
conjoined graph and if all cycles in a conjoined graph � is are even cycles, then � is 
called an even-conjoined graph.  
 

Figure 2a depicts an even conjoined graph and Figure 2b depicts an odd 
conjoined graph.  
 

  

Figure 2a: Even-Conjoined Graph. Figure 2b:Odd-Conjoined Graph. 

 
Theorem 7. The sparing number of an odd-conjoined graph is 1 and that of an even-
conjoined graph is 0.  
 

Proof: Let � � R %0<
&;S)  be an odd conjoined graph. Then, each %0< is an odd cycle and 

hence by Theorem 7, %0< must have at least one mono-indexed edge. Label the vertices 
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of �  in such a way that a common edge of all cycles is mono-indexed. Clearly, this 
labeling is a weak IASI of �. Therefore, the sparing number of  � is 1. If � is an even-
conjoined graph, then each %0< is even. Hence, by Theorem 3, each %0< has the sparing 

number 0. Therefore, sparing number of � is 0.                                                                 □ 

 

Remark 8. We note that an odd-conjoined graph is analogous to an odd cycle, since the 
sparing numbers of both graphs are 1 and both graphs contain odd number of mono-
indexed edges. 
 

Theorem 9.  Let the graph � contains : odd cycles and T even cycles all of them have a 
common path. Then, the sparing number of � is given by  

"��� � U: Cif : � TT � 1 Cif T V :Q 
 
Proof: Let � be the given graph with all cycles in it have a common path. Assume that � 
admits a weak IASI. Then, every cycle in � also admits a weak IASI. All odd cycles in � 
must have at least one mono-indexed edge.  
 

Case-1: Let : � T. Then, with respect to the function�, label the vertices of � by distinct 
singleton sets and distinct non-singleton sets in such a way that one edge in each odd 
cycle, not common to any other cycle, is mono-indexed and no edge of even cycles is 
mono-indexed. Then, the sparing number of � is :.  
 

Case-2:Let T V :. Then, with respect to the function �, label the vertices of � by distinct 
singleton sets and distinct non-singleton sets in such a way that one edge in the path 
common to all cycles is mono-indexed. Now, all the odd cycles have a mono-indexed 
edge. But, since even cycles have even number of mono-indexed edges, every even cycle 
contains another mono-indexed edge under � . Therefore, �  has at least T � 1  mono-
indexed edges. Hence, the sparing number of �  is T � 1 .                                            

□ 

2.3.Sparing number of entwined graphs 
Definition 10. Let every path of �  appears in at most two cycles and every cycle is 
attached to at most two cycles. Then exactly two cycles have a common path. Such a 
graph � is called entwined graph of cycles in �. If � itself is a entwined graph of cycles, 
then it is called an entwined graph.  

A entwined graph that contains only odd cycles is called an odd-entwined graph 
and a entwined graph that contains only even cycles is called an even-entwined graph.  
Figure 3a depicts an odd-entwined graph with even number of cycles and Figure 3b 
depicts an odd-entwined graph with odd number of cycles.  
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Figure 3a: An odd-entwined graph with 
even number of cycles. 

Figure 3b: An odd-entwined graph with odd  
                    number of cycles. 

 
Theorem 11.  Let � be an odd-entwined graph. Then, � admits a weak IASI if and only 

if it has at least W�&�)�
* X mono-indexed edges.  

Proof: For 1 V ? � W�&�)�
* X, label the vertices of the cycles %04>Y3 and %04> with distinct 

singleton sets and distinct non-singleton sets alternately, so that a common edge of %04>Y3  and %04>  is mono-indexed. Here, if �  contains even number of cycles, then � 

must have 
&
* mono-indexed edges and if � contains odd number of cycles, then � must 

have 
&�)

*  mono-indexed edges. Hence, the sparing number of an odd-entwined graph on 

+ cycles is W�&�)�
* X.                                                                     □ 

 

We observe that if � is an even-entwined graph, then its sparing number is 0. 
The sparing number of entwined graphs, in which cycles of different parities share 
common edges, is discussed in Theorem 12. 
 

Theorem 12.  Let � be an entwined graph such that all odd cycles in � are edge disjoint. 
Then, � admits a weak IASI if and only if it has at least : mono-indexed edges, where : 
is the number of odd cycles in �.  
 

Proof: Let � be an entwined graph in which the odd cycles %03 , %04 , … , %08 are edge 
disjoint. If two cycles in � have a common edge, then they are of different parity or both 
of them are even cycles. Assume that � is a weak IASI graph. Then, each %0< is a weak 
IASI graph. By Theorem, each odd cycle %0<  has at least one mono-indexed edge. 
Therefore, � has at least : mono-indexed edges.  
 

Conversely, assume that � can have (at least) : mono-indexed edges. Label the vertices 
of the odd cycles %0< , 1 � = � : alternately by distinct singleton sets and distinct non-
singleton sets so that at least one edge of each odd cycle %0< is mono-indexed. Clearly, 
this labeling is a set-indexer and hence is a weak IASI for �.                

□ 
 

Remark 13. The sparing number of an entwined graph � with edge disjoint odd cycles is 
the number of odd cycles in �.  

2.4. Sparing number of floral graphs 
All finite union of cycles need not have entwined structures. Some cycles may have 
common edges with more than two cycles. We call such a structure as floral graphs.  
 

Definition 14. Let � be a graph in which some or all of whose edges of a cycle %0 are 
common to some other distinct cycles. Such a graph structure is called a floral structure 
of cycles in�. If � itself is a floral structure of cycles, then it is called a floral graph.  
 

Let �  be a floral graph in which %Z  be the cycle, some of whose edges are 
common to %03 , %04 , %05 , … , %0[. Then, each %0< is called a petal of � and %Z is called 
the nucleusof�. If the petals of a floral graph � have no common edges in between them, 
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such a graph is known as a detached floral graph. If the petals of a floral graph have 
some common edges in between them, such a graph is known as anattached floral graph.  
 

Figures 4a illustrates a detached floral graph and Figures 4b illustrates an 
attached floral graph.  
 

  
Figure 4a: A detached floral graph. Figure 4b: An attached floral graph. 

 
Definition 15. If all petals in a floral graph � are of same parity, then � is called a like-
petal graph and if petals are of different parities, then � is called a mixed-petal graph. If 
the petals in a mixed floral graph �  are alternately odd and even, then �  is called 
alternating-petal graph. If the nucleus and petals of a floral graph � are of same parity, 
then � is called a connatural graph. All connatural graphs are like-petal graphs, but, the 
converse need not be true. 
 

Figure 5a illustrates a connatural floral graph of even cycles and Figure 5b 
illustrates a connatural floral graph of odd cycles.  
 
 

  
Figure 5a: A connatural graph of even 

cycles. 
Figure 5b: A connatural graph of odd 

cycles. 
 
  Next, we discuss about the sparing number of floral graphs. The floral graph � 
mentioned in this section is like-petal, unless mentioned otherwise. If the nucleus and all 
petals of � are even cycles, then the sparing number � � %Z - \R %0<

];S) ^ is 0. Hence 
assume that all cycles of � are not even. Let length of %Z be !. Then, ! _ T.  
 

Case-1: Let nucleus and petals be all odd. Then, all T � 1 cycles must have at least one 
odd cycle.  

Assume that � is a detached floral graph. If T is odd, then label the vertices of � 
in such a way that the vertices (and hence the edges) of % that are common to the cycles 
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%0< , 1 � = � T are mono-indexed and the vertices of each %0< , 1 � = � T not common to 
%Z have distinct non-singleton sets and distinct singleton sets (which are not used for 
labeling the vertices of any other cycles) as their set-labels. Then, the number of mono-
indexed edges in � under this labeling is T.  
 

If T is even, thenT V :. Label the vertices of � as above such that the edges of % 
that are common to the cycles %0< , 1 � = � T are mono-indexed and no other edge %0< is 
mono-indexed. Since T is even, at least one more edge of %Z must mono-indexed. Then, 
the number of mono-indexed edges in %Z under this labeling is T � 1.  
 

If � is an attached floral graph, Then, then R %0<
];S)  is an entwined graph. If T is 

odd, then for 1 � = � �]`)�
* , label the vertices of � in such a way that the edge common to 

%04<Y3 and %04< and the edge common to %Z and %0[ are mono-indexed. Therefore, the 

minimum number of mono-indexed vertices in � is 
�]`)�

* � 1 � �]�)�
* . If T is even, then 

T � !. As mentioned above, for 1 � = � ]
*, label the vertices of � in such a way that the 

edge common to %04<Y3 and %04< and the edge common to % and %0[ and one edge of %Z, 
that is not common to any petal of �, are mono-indexed. Hence, the minimum number of 

mono-indexed edges in � is 
]
* � 1 � �]�*�

* .  
 

Case-2: Let %Z be an even cycle and all %0< , 1 � = � T be odd. Then, %Z need not have 
any mono-indexed edge and each %0< must have (at least) one mono-indexed edge. If � 

is an attached floral graph, then R %0<
];S)  forms an entwined graph. Then by Theorem 11, 

� has W]�)
* X mono-indexed edges. If � is a detached floral graph, then at least one edge of 

each %0< , 1 � = � T must be mono-indexed. Therefore, � has T mono-indexed edges.  
 

Case-3: Let %Z be an odd cycle and all %0<, 1 � = � T are even. Then, %Z must have (at 
least) one mono-indexed edge and no %0< need to have a mono-indexed edge. If T V !, 
then label the vertices of � in such a way that an edge of %Z, that is not common to any %;, is mono-indexed. Hence, � has at least one mono-indexed edges. If T � !, then label 
the vertices of � in such a way that an edge of %Z is mono-indexed. This edge is common 
to an even cycle, say %0>. Since an even cycle must have even number of mono-indexed 

edges, %0>  must have one more mono-indexed edge. Hence, �  has at least 2  mono-
indexed edges.  

3. Conclusion 
The admissibility of weak IASI and the corresponding sparing numbers of various other 
graph structures and graph classes are still open. More properties and characteristics of 
weak and strong IASIs, both uniform and non-uniform, are yet to be investigated. We 
have formulated some conditions for some graph classes to admit weak and strong IASIs. 
The problems of establishing the necessary and sufficient conditions for various graphs 
and graph classes to have certain IASIs are open.  
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